CLIN # 1 & 2 - Safari Jacket:

Short sleeved, 4 outer pockets with button flap, Inner chest ID pocket, 3 Inner ballast pockets & Spare button supplied. Fabric: 35% cotton satin 65% polyester. Colors: Beige (as in photographs below and Black). Sleeve design must allow for quick draw and aiming of weapon i.e. the sleeve hems should not restrict the upper arms when performing the aforesaid actions.

Inner ballast pockets:
CLIN # 3: 3-1 Coat

3-in-1 coat rainproof and breathable synthetic fabric outer shell: The windproof fleece/soft shell inner liner should be a detachable uniform jacket in its own right. This means the coat provides solutions for all the weather conditions encountered during the year – cool and dry, windy, warm and rainy, cold and rainy, stormy, cold.

The fit of the coat must leave sufficient room for a guard’s belt equipment (twin magazine holster, pistol in holster, radio, IDNS pouch, flashlight).

The hood: should offer full protection in storms, like the adjustable storm hood on the current LGF coat: Fabric peak with adjustable internal stiffener, to keep rain off face and prevent the hood flopping down over the forehead and obscuring vision.

Ability to seal the area between collar and hood to prevent ingress of water via the neck area (achieved on the current LGF coat by means of flaps on each side that meet over the chin/front of neck and are securable by means of 2 press studs).

Closure method. The specifications in the PR are for a coat like the current LGF coat which has a two-way zip, as well as an outer storm flap with press stud closures. The two-way zip, as well as the press stud closures on the storm flap offer options to ensure that guards and armed guards have adequate protection from rain, cold and stormy conditions while facilitating fast access to belt-worn equipment (Weapon etc).

Quantity & positions of pockets in outer shell. Two external lower pockets with zip closures. 1 internal breast pocket with zip closure. 1 pocket on left upper arm with Velcro fastening for flap.

Velcro adjusters on cuffs

Black windproof fleece inner jacket length: must cover equipment on belt twin magazine holster, pistol in holster, radio, IDNS pouch, flashlight).

Black windproof fleece inner jacket length to have at least two pockets, 1 or 2 way zip and storm collar and must not be bulky. The jacket should have 3 mooring-loops, 1 on each cuff and 1 at the rear below the collar. There are press-stud tabs on the outer coat for securing the mooring loops.
Note: Color of coat is black – the gray appearance is just to show details more easily.
CLIN # 4 & 5: Short & Long Sleeve Polo Shirt

(Grey and blue shirts are shown here as it is more difficult to see the details on black shirts)

Dryfit short sleeve polo shirt or equivalent: Color: Black, flat seams, hypoallergenic drip-dry No pocket/s

Note: Long sleeve description is similar to the short sleeve
CLIN # 6: Rainproof Over Trousers

Elastic waistband and/or drawcord and fastener, Zip closures and Velcro fasteners for trouser hems.
CLIN # 7: Gloves

- Outer Fabric: Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro or equivalent: 241g/m², 53% polyester, 38% nylon, 9% elastane
- Grippy silicon palm print to facilitate efficient drawing and operation of weapon
- Conductive print on index finger and thumb for use with smartphones
- Low bulk cuff construction with Lycra edging
CLIN # 8: Thermal Base Layer Shirt

Long Sleeve Crew Neck Shirt

Color: black, Fit: regular, 95% polyester 5% elastane
CLIN # 9: Boots

Lowa Zephyr GTX MID or equivalent midi height boot - Specifications: Waterproof/breathable. Closed lace loops. SOLE: RUBBER COMPOUND - omni-directional antislip tread. MIDSOLE 100% polyurethane (PU) INSOLE ATC: Approx. 70% polyethylene, Approx. 10% textile, Approx. 20% felt UPPPER Approx. 90% suede 1.4-1.6 mm, Approx. 10% textile Lining: GORE-TEX. SHOE STIFFNESS: medium bending stiffness. DESIGN METHOD: Injected construction. SHAFT HEIGHT: Shaft height measurement according to DIN ENISO 20347:2012: 150 mm shaft height outside: 145 mm shaft height in: 110 mm shape according to DIN EN ISO 20347:2012: B (boots low). WEIGHT: 1120 g/pair (UK 8) Color: Black. Sizes: Men and Women. Vendor must stock this as a shelf item and exchange sizes in real time as required.
CLIN # 10: Plain Long Sleeve Buttoned Shirt

Fabric: 97%, 3% elastane (non-crease cotton-does not require ironing), long sleeves, tailored collar, slim fit, color white.
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CLIN # 11: Plain Short Sleeve Button Shirt

97%, 3% spandex (non-crease cotton-does not require ironing), short sleeves, tailored collar, slim fit, color: white.
CLIN # 12: Polgat G2 Trouser or equivalent

Polgat G2 trouser or equivalent – Fabric: 92% cotton, 8% spandex Back pockets: patch type Belt loop size: must easily receive 1.5 inch leather equipment belt. Belt Loops must not exceed 2.25 inches Number of belt loops: 5 Color: Khaki

Polgat G3 trouser or equivalent - size 38 ONLY. Fabric: 97% cotton, 3% spandex Belt loop size: must easily receive 1.5 inch leather equipment belt. Loops must not exceed 2.25 inches Number of belt loops: 6 Color: Khaki
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Polgat G3:
CLIN # 13: Polgat G9 trouser or equivalent

Fabric: 100% cotton fine twill
Belt loop size: must easily receive 1.5 inch leather equipment belt.
Loops must not exceed 2.25 inches
Number of belt loops: 6
Color: GRAY
CLIN # 14: Fleece Hat:

Color: Black. Fabric: polyester fleece, watch cap style with double brim that can be unfolded down, 1 size (generous, to fit all)

Logo must not be gaudy or colored or, no logo at all.
CLIN # 15: Fleece Neck Gaiter:

Black, polyester fleece, drawcord at one end

Cut should be straight and not tapered at one end